How to Sanction a Match

A CMP affiliated club in “good” standing may sanction a CMP match. Instructions on sanctioning and application forms may be found on the CMP website, www.TheCMP.org (under the Competitions section).

Clubs may mail, email or fax their applications to the CMP. A copy of the match program and payment (except for EIC matches) must accompany the application.

For more information on EIC, non-EIC and Service Rifle & Service Pistol Championships, interested clubs may contact Christina Roguski at croguski@thecmp.org or (419) 635-2141, ext. 714.

For more information on CMP Sanctioned Games Matches and As-Issued Games Championships, interested clubs may contact Kim Filipiak at kfilipiak@thecmp.org or (419) 635-2141, ext. 706.

For more information on CMP Long Range Matches, interested clubs may contact Vera Snyder at vsnyder@thecmp.org or (419) 635-2141, ext. 782.
**CMP Sanctioned Games Matches**

CMP affiliated clubs may sanction games matches which include Garand, Springfield, Vintage, Unlimited Garand and Modern Military. The courses of fire for these matches are course A (30 shot) or course B (50 shot) all fired at 200 yards (or 100 yard reduced targets).

Clubs may also sanction any of these matches as a re-entry match. The re-entry match allows one competitor to fire the same rifle multiple times in one event (one day) or fire a Garand, Springfield, and Vintage towards a 3-Gun Aggregate.

CMP affiliated clubs may also sanction the Vintage Sniper Match, the Carbine match (shot at 100 yards) and the Rimfire Sporter match, the CMP As-Issued 1911 Pistol Match and the Military & Police Service Pistol Match as part of the sanctioned games matches offered by the CMP.

**CMP Sanctioned Clinics**

Clinics or clinics with matches are also sanctioned through the CMP. Clubs may sanction a clinic that includes Garand, Springfield, Vintage Military, Carbine, Rimfire Sporter, Unlimited Garand and/ or Modern Military. CMP GSM Master Instructors may instruct the clinic or any certified instructor. These clinics may also have a match that is fired following the clinic instruction.

**EIC Rifle & Pistol Matches (award “leg” points)**

Service Rifle EIC, Service Pistol EIC and CMP .22 Rimfire Pistol EIC matches are sanctioned by clubs for competitors to earn “leg” points towards their Distinguished Rifleman, Distinguished Pistol Shot or Distinguished CMP .22 Rimfire Pistol Badge. The Service Rifle EIC match consists of a 50 shot course of fire shot at 200, 300 and 600 yards. The Service Pistol EIC match and the CMP .22 Rimfire EIC Pistol Match is a 30 shot course of fire shot at 50 and 25 yards.

There must be at least 6 eligible non-distinguished competitors for an eligible match. To receive EIC credit points, the score fired by the competitor must fulfill the requirements of Rule 10.2.6 (top 10%) and equal or exceed the EIC Minimum Credit Score (MCS) for that discipline (see CMP Rule 10.2.7).

**Non-EIC Rifle & Pistol Matches (no “leg” points)**

The CMP also offers Service Rifle, Service Pistol and CMP .22 Rimfire Pistol matches that may be sanctioned as non-EIC point matches.

Rifle and Pistol matches that may be sanctioned are the President’s Rifle Course, National Match Course of Fire, 800 Aggregate, 1000 Aggregate and Team Matches. CMP .22 Rimfire Pistol match may be the National Match Course of Fire. Service rifle non-EIC matches maybe fired on a reduced Course of Fire. This will give affiliated clubs the opportunity to hold a variety of matches.

**State Championship Matches**

The CMP will sanction one State Championship for one CMP discipline or CMP-recognized event per year, per state. State Associations must submit applications by January 1 or a CMP Affiliated Club may conduct the State Championship Match (CMP HP Rule 1.3.2).

State Championship certificates and Gold, Silver and Bronze Medallions for all CMP sanctioned State Championship Matches will be provided.

**CMP Long Range Matches**

CMP Affiliated Clubs may sanction CMP Long Range Matches. The CMP Long Range Courses of Fire are 1000 yards, 20 shots or firing 15 shots at 800, 900 and 1000 yards (CMP HP Rule 6.10).

**CMP Will Provide**

The CMP will provide scorecards for all the matches. For all matches, except EIC matches, the match directors can request certificates, ECI’s and certain Achievement Pins.

Results for all matches are posted online at [http://ct.thecmp.org](http://ct.thecmp.org).